AARP’s Best Books Series

Social Security


Social Security, Medicare, and Government Pensions: Get the Most of Your Retirement and Medical Benefits, 10th Edition by Joseph L. Matthews and Dorothy Matthews Berman. (Nolo, 2005)


Also Recommended

False Alarm: Why the Greatest Threat to Social Security and Medicare is the Campaign to “Save” Them by Joseph White. (Johns Hopkins Press, 2003)


Social Security Reform by Peter A. Diamond. (Oxford University Press, 2002)
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**W. Andrew Achenbaum**

One of the nation’s leading authorities on gerontology, Dr. W. Andrew Achenbaum is a professor of History and Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences at the University of Houston. Before coming to the University of Houston, he was a professor of history and senior research scientist at the Institute of Gerontology at the University of Michigan. He is a former chair of the board of the directors of the National Council on Aging and has been a delegate to two White House Conferences on Aging.

Dr. Achenbaum has written five books and co-authored nine others. He received *Choice* magazine’s 1979 Outstanding Academic Book award for his book *Old Age in a New Land: The American Experience since 1790*.

Biography taken from: The NextAge Speakers Bureau – [www.nextage.com](http://www.nextage.com)

NextAge features experts, authors and speakers in the field of senior, elder and aging issues.